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A one-dimensional model of the problem about determining the structural characteristics of a medium using an ultrasonic probing method
is examined. The question about the uniqueness of solution of the
problem is investigated. Asymptotic analysis is used to establish
which t'pes of characteristics of the structure may be acquired by the
cited method in the high frequency range with an assigned experimental
precision.

1. Ultrasonic probing is an important method for nondestructive diagnosis
of the internal structures of different articles and living tissues [l]. In this
case the internal structure which is characterized by the distribution of a certain parameter S(x) as a function of .coordinates is judged from the acoustical
impedance of the medium I(w), measured in the high frequency sonic range. Such
a problem is an inverseproblem, and Tikhonov regularizing algorithms may be used
for its solution [2].
The following questions are fundamental for developing the regularizing algorithms: a) Is the correspondence of I(w) + S(x) unambiguous within the model
which meets the conditions of the experiment? and b) To what degree, with the assigned experimental precision, may it be counted on to produce detailed information about the structure? These questions are examined in this article for a
one-dimensional model which corresponds to the problem of acoustical tomography
[l]. They can be answered using asymptotic (w + ~) analysis.
2. Introducing dimensionless variables, the amplitude of the sonic pressure
u(x) with harmonic excitation in a one-dimensional medium may be described by
the following conditions:

u"+ ;,•p(.r)u-o,

o < .r <I, u(O)-o, u.(1)-1 • .

( 1)

where with evenly small absorption p(.r)-J!1 (.r)+i•. s-const > 0 (3), p,(.r) > O. ;,•-...,•l2pollo, Z is
the characteristic length of the system, Po is the scale of density, w' is the
characteristic probing frequency, llo-(a'Po)-• , and a is the speed of sound in the
medium. In problems of the examined type a <P1 (.r) and the dimensionless param2
eter is >. » Z. (Thus, in problems of medical tomography, Z " 5-10 cm, Po = l
g/cm 3 , w = 2~(1.3-1.7)·10 6 sec -1 , s0 =0.1•10 -10 cm·sec 2 •g -1 , and e = 0.0 4 • )
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Assuming that the value of E is assigned, the structure will be characterized by the parameter s1 (x) which is equivalent at an assigned density to the
"velocity section" [4]. With each function of s (x) the theoretical value of the
1
impedance which is comparable with the measurements is given by the formula

1/ (: )_,.

( 2)

I (o>) = lo>p0

The uniqueness of the correspondence of /(o>)-+~i(x) may be judged by comparing
in problem (1) a model with a piecewise constant characteristic of s (x) with an
1
arbitrary number of layers n. Such a problem was studied in [4] for a layered
structure which is in a semispace and with a purely imae;inary S(x) (the
absorbing medium). It turns out that the corresponding analysis technique may
also be applied to the examined case.
A grid of {x,}, p=O, .. .,11 +I is introduced, as.suming x0 =0, Xr.+i=X• +d•-• (d• > 0),
x.+1-1.
Assume that ~i(x)=li.+1-•-const>O at xe(x., XP+1) • The multitude of structures
characterized by the vector lli-{!i1o li•·····lin+•. d ..... ,d.} at any assigned values of n and
s is called the
class.

K;

1

Theorem 1.
I(w) in the

K;

s1

Only one vector of
class.

may correspond to the assigned function

For the sake of demonstration, the totality P of the "effective" parameters
is compared to the physical characteristics of the structure. The parameters
are:
••=YPwP1+1o k=l, 2, .... 11, &p=d,yp,,

p=l, 2, .••• 11+1,

K;

(3)

where !i.-!i.+~. It is apparent that in the
class the unique vector 8
sponds the assigned P. It is noted that e,-a,.+16•, where op > O.

1 corre-

Analogous to [4], it may be ascertained that the following additive representation is legitimate:

•

x1

<m>-7<1..>- Es•. sII -wII 1+""'·
Y1i'rJ1t •

( 4)

where K is not a function of the parameters of the structure, with the exception
of 81 ; w0 -1,.,.-o, , 0 -1, and at p 'I- O

~ • c1-i:>
• = "-c1 + v.•.i.i• •

1V

....

Y.+• =

.v•••+'•
1+ v.•,,t• ·

e,-o'ce-.,.rr)

It is substantive here that
atA..++co, lp•l-2e...;.;;.o(e.+1), 1-1,2 •4e...,+
+o.(eP+1). Then, it follows from (4) that with sufficiently large values of \ 1,(1) =
-1+[+<1/(1+'<1)-2Je1+o(e1)and then 'land e1 are unambiguously determined by the
assigned impedance. It is assumed, based on 'the induction, that ..........., e., ... ,e.
are unambiguously determined from I (w) and, consequently, the functions 1., .. .,1._,,
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It follows from

is examined.

(4) that at'--+""
I+•o+•
2 <r.+1+o(er.+1) and, consequently, 'k+l and ek+l are
unambiguously determined. The totality P of the effective parameters and, consequently, ~1CK4 ', is unambiguously determined from the induction and from I(w).
It is noted that with a small change in the course of the discussions, the
uniqueness of the correspondence {/(Ol), jl1}-+{n, l11} is established.
3. The demonstrated theorem means that with a sufficiently high precision
of measurements and with the use of sufficiently precise regularizing algorithms,,
it is possible to count on acquiring information about the details of the structure. At the same time, the representation of the impedance (4) used in its demonstration does not answer the question of what kind of information this is with
a finite experimental error and with probing in a finite frequency range.
To acquire such an answer, it is natural to compare the model in problem (1)
with the continuous characteristic 8 (x). It is noted that in the range of physi-,
cal values used, the dimensionless parameter A2 is large: A2 - 103. This means
that the impedance measured at the corresponding frequencies is comparable with
a certain asymptotic (w + 00 ) representation. Formula (4) may be considered as
only an "additively asymptotic" formula [5] and the required representation was
acquired here relying on the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin method, in particular [6].
It may be noted that the determining I(w) value in (2) is
I

...!!!!...!

dz l--1

.

= i-A.• SilG(~.
'

s)

iJs

L

,

jl(s)s.U

1

.

(5)

'
'

where G(x, s) is th.e Green function for the boundary problem (1), and its deriv:a-:
tive under the integral may be evaluated using the asymptotic representations of
the fundamental solutions of Eq. (1) given in [6].

.

The following values are introduced for examination:
r(s)=

fVll(t)dt.

11(s)= .!..

0

.

•

84,(s)

-

fi,<•l )

.

.

Q, (s)'"" Im Y jl (s), Q. (s)= -~e Y'iira;. R. (s)

r.

.

f

'

(..!. !..12(•)

R(s)=- 11(t)dt

.
-j

(s)'

,

'

0

(6)

Q,. (t)dt, .t-1, 2.

Then, using the above path, the following expression is arrived at:
dl1

b

'

•
up(a. (r(ll+ R,, (I)))
/ii'iii
.....
,- Y i(si'.
up(20.r(IJ)-1

L ,.

{l:• i• (s) +o (IJA.•)},
·~·

.

where
i•(•) - I+...!.. {R (I) +{-1)*1R(s)-2 R(l)esp(20.r(IJ) )
1

up(20.r(l)J-1
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•

(7)

~t

is noted that in this expression the exponential members in the denominator

~ust

not be ignored in terms of unity, since E

3, ( x).

is a magnitude of two less than

2

~

Placing (7) in (5), integrals from the rapidly oscillating functions are
:'ound:

=Se'Ao(•>f•
I

F.

(s) ds,

0

where
-

g• (s) P(s) s

!. (s)

mi

:E Ra (s).
2

P (s)-

·-·

The asymptotic representation for them acquired through integrations in
terms of parts with the same relative precision as in (7) has the appearance
F•=

(-..!._ /•(•) +-1 t;(s)) eJl.P<Oll' ~0(1/A.').
l.

l.' p'' (•)

p' (•)

0

( 8)

'

Using (8), it is possible to acquire from (2) and (5) the asymptotic expression for the impedance, which demonstrates the following claim.
Theorem 2. The following formula is valid in a class of structures with
sufficiently smooth distribution of a1 Cx):
/(0>)=i

,f~
p,

v (..!..-..!..

1

l.

h,

:_"-+o(l/A.')).
Ill

( 9)

where
h1 =-.1.i!l..(1+1 Q,(l)).ctg(;,(l))
Q.(1)

'

Q,(l)

J&.-d.Ll.1.!.+.li!L4 QlCl)

4p(l)
Q:(l) • Q.(1)

(i- QQ,(l))
(1)
1

•

R!l)
sin'(w(l))

The demonstrated theorem means that in the first asymptotic order the acoustical impedance is only a function of the values
l

" I ),
,.(

11• (1).

I

s· •l'll"m
s ~ p~(I) Jdt.
y p(t)dt, s[Tll"'C•>-ii'''l'l
0

'

0

Correspondingly, in the examined range of parameters and with a measurement error
of 1% the ultrasonic probing may provide only these values, or the approximation
of S(x) (for instance, using polynomials) which is unambiguously determined by
them.
It may also be noted that an increase in the measurement precision to 0.1%
(this corresponds to consideration of the second order members) may produce a
somewhat more detailed idea about the structure.
The acquired representation is also found to be useful in formulating an
algorithm for calculating the characteristics of the structure, since direct numerical calculation with large values of w is impossible.
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